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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
SECRET 1618812

WAVE INFO DIR CITE NEXI 6926

PBRUKEN

REF WAVE 5837 (\(\sim 40536\)) 9

1. BELIEVE REF REFS TO CAPTAIN OF M-11 REINALDO ARENAS FARIAS,
COMMONLY KNOWN BY,NATROPHY AS REINALDO FARIAS, NOW IN NEXI WITH
WIFE AND SON AGE 3. NO SUBJ WAS SOURCE OF MERIDA DISPATCHES
KREA-222 AND KREA-223.

2. SUBJ IN CLOSE CONTACT WITH AN SUPERI WHO HAS BEEN DESCRIBING,1
HAS FURNISHED CONSIDERABLE INFO OF VALUE. VERY COOPERATIVE.
RECEIVED SOME TRAINING IN USSR A-1 ASSESSED SUBJ AS ANTI-COMMUNIST.

3. SUBJ BORN 20 JULY 1939, SURGIDERI DI BATAANO, HAVANA PROVINCE.
MARRIED TO ANDREA BALAGON PEREZ BORN 4 FEB 1929, GUINA DE BELMA,
HAVANA PROVINCE. ADDRESS IN CUBA SANTO TOMAS 333, HAVANA. PRIOR TO
ESCAPE SUBJ WAS SERGEANT SECOND CLASS, BOATSVAI, CUBAN
NAVY, CAPTAIN OF LIGHTHOUSE AND BOAT TENDER M-11. INDEX.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: APPEARLTY WRONG REFERENCE.
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